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Howden Urban Extension

Location
Howden, East Yorkshire

Client
Barratt Homes

Project Size
630 houses

Value
£70m (estimated)

Status
Ongoing

Awards
Urban Design Group Awards 2012
Practice Award - Shortlisted 

Overview
The masterplan aims to integrate a 
substantial housing development with 
the existing minster town of Howden 
by creating a natural extension of the 
town that is sympathetic to its historic 
structure. The complementary spatial 
plan will enhance the existing town, 
sustaining it as a civic focus and 
centre of economic well-being. In this 
social context, ‘sustainability’ is not 
just a response to climate change.

Planning
Important influences on the evolving 
masterplan have included floodplain 
areas, existing ecology, and the 
need to preserve view corridors 
towards Howden Minster. The 
minster is a magnificent thirteenth 
century construction, visible from any 
approach. It establishes the town’s 
scale and character, and the impact 
of the development on this striking 
landmark posed a challenge for 

A substantial housing development that will extend 
and enhance the existing town of Howden in East 
Yorkshire. Consisting of 630 houses, all of which will 
be within walking distance of the town centre, the 
project will improve pedestrian connections with a 
spatial plan that draws from and complements the 
town’s historic structure.

the design team. An initial analysis 
mapped critical views of the minster 
from strategic points. ‘Cones of 
vision’ were established to preserve 
these views, and to determine the 
shape of open spaces and the 
alignment of streets. The plan’s 
layout evokes the most memorable 
experiences of the historic core: 
meandering thoroughfares and 
glimpsed views of the minster’s tower.

Consultation
Producing and updating a masterplan 
for this project has involved extensive 
consultation with local interest groups, 
planning officials, and politicians. A 
large presentation model showing the 
masterplan proposals in the context 
of the whole town has proved an 
invaluable tool for engaging the public 
at planning meetings, and keeping the 
local community informed.
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Expanding Howden
The project will involve a significant 
expansion to the size and population 
of the town; there will be a 33% 
increase in the number of households. 
The new neighbourhood will be built 
on land to the north of the former 
Hull and Barnsley Railway. The 
development will make a ‘soft’ edge 
to the surrounding fields, and seeks 
to reinforce connections back to the 
town centre; improved pedestrian 
connections have been proposed as 
part of a package of benefits for the 
town and all 630 houses will be within 
eight minutes walk of the town centre.

Howden Minster
Detailed analysis of urban space 
within the existing medieval town 
centre has directly influenced the 
development of the masterplan. The 
minster’s tower is the dominant 
landmark in the town, and a key 
orienting device when walking the 
streets. Many views of the tower are 
unexpected glimpses from the ends of 
narrow streets or between buildings, 
a feature replicated in the Howden 
Urban Extension masterplan.

Strategic views of minster

Existing minster view from town approach 
preserved

Vehicle access points encouraging 
preferential routing

Preferential pedestrian routes

Vehicle access points 
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Preferential pedestrian routes

Strategic views of minster

Existing view of minster from town 
approach preserved


